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KAZAN: Portugal’s superstar captain
Cristiano Ronaldo revealed yesterday he will
not play in the Confederations Cup third-
place match this weekend as he will finally
meet his newborn twin boys.

Hours after Wednesday’s 3-0 defeat to
Chile in a penalty shoot-out in Kazan, Ronaldo
said he had been given permission to miss
the play-off in Moscow, against either

Germany or Mexico, to meet his new arrivals.
Ronaldo, 32, is believed to have fathered

the twins with a surrogate mother in the
United States and already has a seven-year-
old son, Cristiano Ronaldo Jnr, from a previ-
ous relationship.

The Real Madrid forward says he gave his
“body and soul” for Portugal in the semi-final,
which finished goalless after extra time, “even

though my two sons were born”.
“The President of the Portuguese Football

Federation and the national coach have an
attitude that has touched me and I will not
forget,” the four-time world player of the year
wrote on his official Facebook page.

“I’m very happy to finally be with my chil-
dren for the first time.” Having won man-of-
the-match awards in each of Portugal’s three

Confederations Cup group stage games,
Ronaldo did not have his best match against
Chile, whose defence managed to subdue the
Real star.

As well as meeting his newborn babies,
Ronaldo faces an uncertain future having
threatened to quit Spain as he faces allega-
tions of tax evasion in a court in Madrid next
month. —AFP

Ronaldo exits Confed Cup to meet newborn twins

Bolt wins 100 meters 
at Golden Spike meet

OSTRAVA: Usain Bolt started the European leg of his final sea-
son before retirement with a victory in the 100 meters at the
Golden Spike meeting on Wednesday. At the meet where he
has most frequently competed in his career, with nine appear-
ances, Bolt reeled in the rest of the field after a trademark slow
start to cross the finish line in 10.06 seconds.

However, he had to hold off a strong challenge from Yunier
Perez of Cuba, edging him by 0.03. Jak Ali Harvey of Turkey
was third in 10.26. Bolt’s performance fell short of his season
best of 10.03, which was clocked at the 100 and 200 world
record holder’s final race in his native Jamaica on June 11.

“I’m not happy with the time,” he said. “It wasn’t a good
race, it was pretty slow.” Bolt mentioned a back problem that
slowed him, but downplayed its significance. “I’m going to see
my doctor (in Germany) soon, I know he will fix every prob-
lem,” he said. “All I need to do now is just to train hard and
focus on getting myself into great shape. I’m not worried
about that. It’s just my back, it’s always an issue. I didn’t get
injured, that’s a key thing.”

The eight-time Olympic champion is preparing for the
world championships in London in August, his final major
competition. Bolt said he liked the Golden Spike because it
was one of the first professional meets that invited him to run
at the start of his career, and he also appreciated the fact that
the stands were always packed - despite bad weather during
some of his previous appearances.

In an emotional farewell after the race, fans held up col-
ored cards that formed a huge Jamaican flag in the stands,
with a giant message: “THANX UB.” The Jamaican anthem fol-
lowed, with Bolt singing along.

“That was a surprise,” Bolt said. “I didn’t expect anything
like that. They always give me so much love here, I really
appreciate that.” The only other race he’s scheduled before
the worlds is the Diamond League event in Monaco on July
21. He’s still undecided about other meets.

Other winners on Wednesday were Mo Farah and Wayde
van Niekerk of South Africa, who led home the rarely-contest-
ed 300 meters in a world’s best time of 30.81.

Farah claimed victory in the 10,000 in what was likely one
of his last races on the track. The British distance specialist,
who defended his Olympic titles in both the 5,000 and 10,000
at the Rio Games last year, plans to retire from track to move
to road races after the worlds.

Farah held off a challenge from Kenyan Mathew Kimeli,
surging past him with 200 meters to go to win in 27:12.09.
Kimeli clocked 27:14.43.—AP

OSTRAVA: Jamaican Usain Bolt competes during the IAAF
World Challenge Zlata Tretra (Golden Spike) athletics
tournament in Ostrava, Czech Republic, yesterday. —AFP

Chile crush Portugal on 
penalties to reach final

KAZAN: Claudio Bravo made three
penalty saves as Chile crushed Portugal
3 0 in a penalty shootout to reach the
Confederations Cup final on
Wednesday. Bravo, who missed the first
two cup games in Russia because of
injury, stopped penalties by Ricardo
Quaresma, Joao Moutinho and Nani,
sending Chile to its third straight inter-
national final after winning consecutive
Copa America titles.

Arturo Vidal, Charles Aranguiz and
Alexis Sanchez all scored for Chile in the
shootout. The teams were drawing 0-0
after normal and extra time. The result
was justice for Chile, which had a strong
penalty appeal turned down in extra
time and then saw the ball hit the wood-
work twice in the same move a few min-
utes later.

Chile and Portugal both came close
in the first 10 minutes but there were
few chances after that in a lackluster
game between two of the main title
favorites. Cristiano Ronaldo was off-form
for Portugal and Chile gradually took
control in front of 40,855 fans at Kazan

Arena, most of them behind Chile.
Chile will play Germany or Mexico in

Sunday’s final in St. Petersburg. It will be
seeking its first title outside of South
America after winning the Copa America
in 2015 and 2016, both times in penalty
kick shoot-outs.

“I was injured and I didn’t play at my
normal pace, but I normally get things
quietly,” Bravo said. “This is very impor-
tant to us because it’s like completing a
very successful cycle. We are very happy
to be able to play in the final.”

Portugal was looking for its second
consecutive title after winning the
European Championship last year. In the
shoot-out, Bravo dived to his right to
stop weak penalty kicks by both
Quaresma and Joao Moutinho, then
switched sides to save Nani’s timorous
shot. Nani tip-toed desperately slowly to
the ball looking for all the world as
though he did not want to take the kick.
And he patted it gently to Bravo.

“Claudio was amazing, the players
who scored their penalties were amaz-
ing and I think we deserve to be in the

final,” Chile coach Juan Antonio Pizzi
said. “We have made a huge effort and I
think you could see it during the game.”

Chile had its chances to win it in extra
time when Vidal’s powerful right-footed
shot struck the far post.  From the
rebound, substitute Martin Rodriguez
hit the crossbar with Portugal goalkeep-
er Rui Patricio already beaten.

Sanchez had already had a chance to
break the deadlock six minutes into
extra time, but his header from near the
penalty spot went just wide after a well-
placed cross by Mauricio Isla.

Chile wanted a late penalty when
Francisco Silva was stepped on by a
defender inside the area with only a few
minutes left, but the referee let the play
continue and it was not reviewed by
video. Ronaldo had some chances in
regulation time but couldn’t capitalize
on them, including an 85th-minute
header that went wide. “I think it was an
excellent game, a good propaganda for
football, two excellent teams,” Portugal
coach Fernando Santos said. “They both
showed they wanted to win.” — AP

KAZAN: Portugal’s forward Cristiano Ronaldo fights for the ball against Chile’s midfielder Arturo Vidal during the 2017
Confederations Cup semi-final football match between Portugal and Chile at the Kazan Arena in Kazan on Wednesday. —AFP


